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Pottorff's Miami-Dade/Florida Building Code certified

louvers are engineered and tested to withstand the

extreme loads, debris impact and cyclic fatigue

associated with severe weather effects of hurricanes.

0ur ECV-645-MD vertical blade louver is also listed

for lmpact Resistance (AMCA 540) and High Velocity

Wind-Driven Rain (AMCA 550) and features an industry

leading optional anchorless installation system.

Pottorff supplied our EFD-637-MD louvers for the Memory Care facility in the

oakmonte Villages Luxury Senior Retirement Community in Lake lvlary, FL.

Pottorff Representative: ADE Engineered S0lutions o{ Florida, lnc.
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LEARN MORE AT PANDA-WINDOWS.COM

r
The lS,'14 provides all the weather protection needed to endure large

missile and hurricane impact without compromising design, imagination

and aesthetics - and standing up to coastal pressures such as corrosion,

humidity and salt.

- Tested to wind speeds up to 197.64 with a 100 DP rating

- Available in Aluminum and Aluminum with wood clad interior

- Designed to comply with stringent Florida Building todes TAS 201; IAS 202; and TA5 203

Visit us at:

South eost Bu i ldi ng Cont'e ren ce

july 16-18

0rlando, FL - Booth #517

AIA florido Annual Convention

July 31 - August 1

Boca Raton, FL - Booth #8

P A N D A
WINDOWS G DOORS

(
Contact us:

702-643-5700
panda@panda-windows.com @B (
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President's Perspective / Andr.* M. Hayes

Mark Twain is credited wlth saying rhar "experience

rs what you get when you thought you were golng to
get something else." Although he was nor referring ro
the practice ofarchltecture, this aspect ofthe human
experience applies proloundly to our profession. We've

a1l had unexpected experiences in our pracrices, some

delightful, others nor so much. Bur, crearlve rhinking,
sparked by serendipity, positions us as the forward
thinkers and idea generators of the built environment.
Our training and experience al1ows us to make the

creative leap into a concepr or idea, one that is an

amaigam oIprecedent, theory, intuition and experience.
Since the recession of 2008-09, the U.S.

economy and the architecture profession have
changed in significant ways. Many o[ these changes relate to the environment and some
are destlned to be permanenr. From a globa1 perspective, 2015 could mark a critical
juncture in how architecture and the environment affect the earth and its people.

Nobel Prize-winning atmospheric chemist Paui Crutzen regards the current influence of
human behavior on the planet's atmosphere significant enough to constitute a new geological
epoch. He uses the term "anthropocene" to refer to the geological and climatic impact rhat
humans have had on the planet. This highlights a scientific awareness that the earth's resilience
and reslstance to the effects of these changes on the environment may indeed be in question.

"Resilience and Relevance" is the theme ofthe 2015 AIA Florida Conventron. In considerarion
of the climatic, environmentai, economic and creative forces at work today, conference
planners lelt it was critically important to highlight the issues that profoundly impact the
practice ofarchitecture today. The stellar line up ofspeakers ensures that the convent.ion
wiil be broad in scope, educational and visionary in terms of the future of architecrure.

The keynote address will be delivered by Stephen Luoni, a Distinguished professor

of Architecture and Director of the University of Arkansas community Design Center
(UACDC), an outreach program of the Fay Jones School of Architecture ar UA. His address
wrll focus on "Designing in the Anthropocene." Randy Brown, FAIA, founder of Randy
Brown Architects in omaha, Nebraska, will lead a session designed to help architects
examine how personal and collectlve design intellect can be leveraged to increase
professional relevance. The conference program w111 include more than 23 sessions designed
to address the topic ofresilience. Panels ofexperts wiil focus on relevant issues such as

how Florida architects can contribute to the country's changing relations with Cuba.
Florida architects are particularly concerned about the potential impact o[hurricanes on the

peninsula. Recently, the tremendous damage done to the New Jersey coast by Superstorm Sandy
has reinforced that concern. Storm damage addresses another kind of resiliency that. architects
must be concerned with, particularly in urban areas, and that is "community resiliency." Over the
last i0 years, and especially since 2010, the return of, and to, cities and the growth of the urban
core have marked what author and noted urbanist Alan Ehrenhalt calls "the great inversion."
In his book, The Great Inversion and the Future oJ the American City,he explores rhe demographic
change that is taking place as the millennial generation is showing a preference lor urban
life. This fact presents a whole range of challenges and opportunities for Florida archirecrs.

I hope AIA Florida members wlll take advantage of the many conrinuing educarion
opportunities available at the convention. Please consider participating in the dialogues
and educational programs that are being offered. These programs, open and counter-
intuitive in nature, may lead attendees to unexpected experiences that can increase
design intellect and create an awareness of previously unforeseen issues. I hope that the
2015 conference agenda will provlde enriching experiences for Florida architects that
will contribute to their personal and professional "Resilience and Relevance." I
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Choose Pella" Architect Series windows and doors, and revel in the

design possibilities for your home. Our finest rendering of the window-

crafting art, these exquisitely detailed wood windows and doors will

indulge you with custom choices. Virtually any size, shape, color or grille

design you can imagine can be yours.

For your personal consultation, call 800-999-4868 or visit pella.com.
VIEWEDTO BETHE BEST,"
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going to be timeless."
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Metal Roofing

Slate Gray - Energy Star - Cool Color

!, PACGREENINFO.COM
YOUR GREEN METAL RESOUHCE
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CASE STUDY

WWW.PAC-CLAD.COM

TX: 1 800 441 8661
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Editorr al / Diane D. Greer

There were several interesting responses to the Spring 2015 issue that
I'd like to share with readers. Here are excerpts from two of the letters.

Relating to questions raised rn the editorial, William Elliott, AIA, wrote,
"Regarding your editorial, it has always been a challenge, for me, to separate

what an architect does from what he is. The buildings (we design) represent

the guts and spirits of our work; who we are. I believe that the final reality
o[ greatness in the arts comes down to how the audience accepts, rejects

and/or praises it. After all, they are the ones we need to sat1sfy."

Referring to St. Peter's Anglican Church and Heavener Hall, Hernando A. Carrillo,
AIA, wrote "The justification that these two buildings conform to the needs and/or

desires of the users or that they fall within the contextual milieu of the surrounding
building environments is difficult to fathom considering that we are 15 years into
the 2I" century. This approach to design and development only serves to trivialize
history by blurring the lines of distinction between the old and the new and as

a consequence, whal we receive is a diluted version of architectural history."

As an architectural historian, I must argue with the use o[ the word "trivialize."

There is no doubt that historical architecture, wrth its abundance of obscure

decorative motifs, is no longer appropriate [o contemporary life. But, I also find some

contemporary interventions, frequently designed by "starchitects," rather jarring
when piaced in the context of a group of historical buildings. Context ls important
and should not be ignored. In the 21" century, architects will never again desrgn

Doric temples, Art Deco hotels or Mid-century modern houses in the context of the

time or place that originally produced them. But, I do not think that referencing

them within the appropriate context "trivializes" them. Perpetuates, perhaps.

With regard to St. Peter's Anglican Church specifically, "the desires of the

users" referenced in the Carillo letter, are, I think, ofcritical importance. Sacred

architeclure has its own vocabulary based on a centuries-oid tradition of ritualisttc
spaces, specific iconography and deep meaning for clergy and congreganrs.

That is not to suggest that a sacred space must have a nave, an apse and side

chapels, but to suggest those components are sti1l valid in the 21" century.
In closing, I want to address the passing of an architectural icon. Mark Hampton,

FAIA, died in February further reducing the list of "Sarasota School" architects
by one of its greatest practitioners. Although I never got to know Mark well, I did
have conversatlons with him when his work was published in F/C Architect. He was

always humble. I would also note that Steven Brooke's beautiful color photo ol the
Stanley Jordan House appeared on the cover of this magazine's fall t9B7 issue afrer
receiving AIA Florida's Test of Time award. That same photo is on the cover of this
issue in black and white, the only building ro appear rwice on rhe cover. It is a sma1l

part of the Florida Association's tribute to Mark that can seen on page 12. f

Edilot, ll o ri d a/c a ri b b e a n A rc h itect
Diane D. Greer

sadiecoco@gmail.com



Legislative

VICKI L, LONG, CAE, HON. AIA FL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

structural engineer, from practicing

structural engineenng and from using

the title "licensed structural engineer."

As originally filed, the bills allowed the

Board of Englneering to fu1ly define the

scope oI practice of structural engineering.

Working with the bill sponsors, the FAl
AIA team was able to incorporate language

that tightened deflnitions in the bills.

It de[ined structural engineering as

"a service or creatlve work that includes

the structural analysis and design o[
threshold bu11dlngs." Beyond the existing

engineering qualifications for licensure,

structural engineers would be required to
have four years of structural engineering

experience and pass a 16-hour National

Council o[ Examiners lor Engineering

and Surveying Structural Engineering

examination. However, the legislation

has a "grandfathering" provision. In

June the governor vetoed this bill.
Other priority bills that were

casualties of the legislative implosion:

HB63 by Rep Steube (R-Sarasota) / SB

824 Evers (R-Escambia) were drafted to

clarify public/ private partnership (3p)

statutes. They also revised provisions

related to unsolicited proposals. FA/

AIA won the inclusion of language

to ensure that unsolicited proposals

include a design criteria package with
performance-based criteria prepared by

a Florrda-licensed architect or engineer.

Both HB 63, and a related 3P bill (HB 65)

reierencing public records exemption.

died in the final days olsession.

House bill 915 by Rep. Eagle and SB

1232by Sen. Simpson were the Florida

Building Code bills for the year. Working
closely with the bill sponsors, the Florida

Building Officials Association and the

Florida Home Builders Association,

Ianguage was included that added an

architect and engineer to the panel

that hears requests to review decisions

made by local building officials.

An early casualty, HB50I by Rep.

Fant, (R)-Duval was a bill to reduce

the statute o[ repose from 10 years to

seven and encourage timely resolution

of drsputes and dlsposing ol old

claims. Readers will recall in 2006, FA/

AIA successfully fought to amend the

Statute of Repose from I5 years to I0.

This bill died early in session but was

expected to be a multi-year effort. I

As this edltion of Florida Caribbean

Archltect reaches readers, it is hoped that

the legislature will have reconvened

and reached consensus on a budget for

the 2015-16 fiscal year. As readers will
recall, the 2015 legislative session fizzled

to an inglorious end due to a proposed

expansion of the Florida Medicaid program

that would cover an additional 800,000

uninsured, Iow income Floridians under

the Federal'Affordable Care Act." After
the House simpiy walking away from

the table in the final week of session, the

Senate was left with a handful of bills
that could either be accepted "as is" or be

left to die. With no one left rn the House

to negotiate these "works in progress,"

no changes could be made to any bills
sent over by the House at that time.

But, enough ofthe negativity. The

legislative season actually began with an

upbeat atmosphere and hugely successful

day(s) on the hill for FA/AIA leadership,

emerging professionals (EPs) and students

around the state. On February l, the

annual legislative event was kicked off
with the first everJacob Leadership

Institute QLI). Insritute workshops focused

on the ''how to'' o[ leadership. an overview

of civic opportunlties and the basics of
how an idea becomes law. Firms and

schools o[ architecture were invited to
send EPs, associates, interns and students

to take advantage of the professional

development opportunities whlle getting

an important lesson rn civic responsibllity.

Guest speakers included 2013 AIA
National President Mickey Jacob, FAIA,

for whom the Institute was named,

Clerk of the House Bob Ward, and

Senators Kathleen Peters (R-St. Pete

Beach) and Bill Montford (R-Tallahassee).

Addltionally, Peter Jones, AIA, John
Tlce, FAIA; AIA Florida immediate past

President Nathan Butler, AIA; 2015 AIA
Florida President Andy Hayes; Citizen
(lntern) Architect, Donald Gray, Assoc.

AIA and then-candidate for Mayor

olJacksonville, Bill Bishop, AIA.
Accordrng to USF architecture student,

Ryan Dyer, "It was inspiring to hear from

leaders at this level and learn how simple
it is to get involved (in the legislative

process). You think you can only get

involved i[ you know the right people,

but this taught all of us that it reaIly only
requires a desire to make a difference."

After theJLI, students from FAMU, USF,

UF and UCF stayed in town to walk the

halls of the Capitol with the legislative

team in support of the association's 2015

legislative priorlties. Linaea FIoden, Assoc.

AlA, a final-year USF architecture student,

felt that "having mentors who take you

under their wings like we had today made

this one of my most valuable experiences

with the AIA and as an architecture

student." Armed with a remarkable

blueprint envisioned and drafied

by citizen (intern) architect, Donald

Gray, Assoc. AIA, cross-generational

teams met with legislators in a one-day

lobbying session to garner support for

several major initiatives including:
HB 87 by Rep K. Passidomo, (R-Collier)

/ SB 418 Sen. Richter (R-Collier) is

legislation aimed at resolving construction

defect claims through a negotiated

settlement. It includes the issuance o[
a temporary certificate o[ occupancy in

the definition of completion of a building
or improvement and puts the onus on

claimants to provide maintenance records,

other documents related to the alleged

defects, and provides sanctions for claims

that were solely the fault of the claimant

or its agents. This bili has been signed by

the governor and will take effect October

1, 20l5.CS/CS/HB 217 by Rep. Van

Zant (R-Bradford) / SB 338 Sen. Altman
(R-Brevard) was legislation to license

structural engineers. Beginning March 1,

2017, the legislation would have prohibited

anyone, other than a duiy licensed

10 www.aiafla.org
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The AIA Ftorida Citizen
Arch itect-i n- Residence P

MY PERSPECTIVE:

DONALD GRAY. ASSOC. AIA

As the first recipient of a fellowship

from AIA Florida's Citizen Architect-in-
Residence program, I had a hands-on

opportunity to experience the associations

advocacy effort on behalf of its members

and I gained many valuable insights into
the things that affect my profession.

I came to understand that the

loundation of good architecture is directly
reiated to the comblned diversity o[
skill and expertise of many architects

working together. I now appreciate that

in order for the profession to survive

and thrive, it is necessary to advocate

lor current. legislation that promises to

strengthen, rather than impair, the practlce

of architecture. In order to preserve the

unique perspective and insight that we

bring to the profession, we must be our

own champions. If we want to continue to

make positive changes in our communities

and on the built environment, we must

make our voices heard.

There is no one definition for what
an architect does ln his or her practice.

While the public might perceive all
architects alike, professional skills
and interests vary greatly. Prolessional

diversity must be encouraged to keep

the profession vibrant. Some architects

choose to focus on pure design, while
others choose education, project

management, administration building
process or code-related matters. Many

will find success in servlng the profession

and/or the public.

In graduate school, I was advised to
"focus on one area of the profession and

excel". In that way, I would "make my

mark". At the time I wasn't quite sure

what that meant, but later I learned there

arc marry roles for an architect beyond

creating buildings. As an intern this past

year, I was honored to meet architects

working in a variety of areas and to learn

rogram

how each became an expert in that area.

Indivldually, each architect I met made a

unique contribution to the profession

and collectively, they were

making a contribution that will
ultimately benefit all ol us.

I met many architects who
are dedicated to advocating for

the legislative issues important
to the practice ofarchitecture.
These men and women have an

aptitude for understanding complex

legal issues that give them insight and

perspective into problems the profession

faces. Until this year, I was unaware

of their contribution and dedication to

keeping members o[ the profession away

from "death by legislature."

My meetings with members of the

Advocacy Committee taught me that laws

should be created to solve problems, not
create them. Good legislation provides the

protection and flexibility necessary for

architects to create better buildings and

more resilient communities - and that the

legislative landscape is always changing.

For example, this year many hours

were spent discussing public/private
partnership legislation. Together

with AIA Florida's legal council, the

committee reviewed proposed bllls and

found that some of the wording could
undermine long-established protections
for public entities seeking design/build
proposals. For this reason, a huge effort
was made to raise legislators' awareness

o[ the areas in the bi11s that might have

negative consequences on the design

of public facilities. The 2015 legislative

session proved to be both turbulent
and challenging. Several bills were

introduced that had the potential to

negatir.ely impact the profession.

One o[ my specilic tasks as intern was

to develop and design, with the input o[

the Advocacy Committee, the "Blueprint"

for AIA Florida's Legislative Day. The

event is held annually in Tallahassee at

the start of the legislative session,

usually early February. This
"Blueprint" is AIA Florida's

branded visual tool used by
archltects to engage debate and

discussion with legislators.

In preparation for creat.ing

the content for the AIA "Blueprint,"

I participated in strategy meetings

with a dedicated team of AIA Florida's

leadership, attorneys, Iobbyists and

other stakeholders. I witnessed the

politics oI a]liances on particular pieces

o[ legislation and the sharp division of
opinions on others. It was a thought-
provoking opportunity. But, most

interesting to me were the visits we

made to the legislators' offices. On these

visits, we used the "Blueprint" as a tool
to help explain the issues important
to architects. I also saw first-hand
the passion that individual architects

have for their profession and how
their advocacy gives voice to issues of
professional concern. Looking ahead, as

the legislative environment for architect's

changes, I am heartened to know that
AIA Florida and its many dedicated

members are working tirelessly on behalf
of the profession. I

Donald Groy, Assoc. AIA, has a Bachelor

oJ Science in Architectural Studies Jrom
Florida A&M Uniyersity; a Master

oJ Architecture (MArch) from the

University oJ Michigan and a Masters in

Urban Design (MAUD) from Harvard

University Graduate School oJ Design.

He currently worhs with the Fitzgerald

Collaborative Group in its Tallahassee

ofJice. Joyce Owens, AIA, RIBA assisted

in the preparation oJ this article.
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Mark Hamptoh, FAIA, 1923-2015
A Tribute

One of the last great members of
the Sarasota School ofArchitect died
in February 2015. Mark Hampton
wrll be remembered and missed by
his friends, fellow architects and

students oI arch itecrural history.
Mark was a Fellow ol the American
Institute of Architecrs and recipient

of the Florlda Association's Medal

of Honor for Design. In 2010, The

University of Miami School ol
Architecture held a retrospective of
his work. But these honors don't begin

to speak to the truly outstanding and
exemplary quallty of his professional

career and his immeasurable

contnbutions to the profession.

PHOTO BY STEVEN EROOKE.

Two people who knew and worked

with Mark sent material to be used in
this tribute. Dwight E. Holmes, FAIA,
and Steven Brooke, photographer and
Adjunct Professor in the University of
Mlami School o[ Archtiecrure, both
worked with Mark, albeit in different
capacities. For Dwight Holmes, Mark
was a mentor during the first I0 years

of his career and a llfelong friend.
Renowned photographer Steven Brooke

photographed many ol Mark's projects,

producing beautiful black and white and
color images, several o[whrch have graced

the cover and pages o[ this magazine.

Please read their thoughts and words

and enjoy the photos included here.

"Mark Hampton began his architecture

career in the Sarasota office of Twirchell
& Rudolph in 195I and he has since been

recognized as one of the major architects

in the now-famous Sarasota School. His

work has won numerous awards and been

widely published. In every sense o[ the

word, Mark's career was distinguished.

I had the privilege ol working for

and with Mark for the first years o[ my
career and as my mentor, he instilled in
me many o[ the most importanr axioms
I have used throughout my professional

career. Foremost among those was

the challenge to always do rhe best
job possible regardless of any and all
obstacles. Mark's office was located in

Wolf Fesidence, Miami, 1980.

12 www.aiafla.org
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Above: Horizon House,

Tampa,1963.

Life Sciences

Building, University of

Lannan Museum, Lake Worth, Florida, 1986.

HOTO BY ALEXANDRE GEORGES.

Chemistry Building, University of South Florida,

Tampa, 196'1.

PHOTO BY BLACK.EAKER,

Tampa at that time and it. was not a place

where good contemporary architecture

was particularly appreciated or accepted.

But, Mark was undaunted in his quest

for excellence and the integrity of
his work was never compromised.

Mark was particularly appreciated

by his clients, many of who remained

his lriends long after their projects were

completed. i remember my first visit
to the StanleyJordan House in Lake

Wales and how moved I was at seeing

the very same vase sitting on the same

table where Mark had put it ln his

original schematic design sketches. He

always paid consummate attention to

every detail and it was obvious in the

uncompromising quality of his rvork.

This was the thing for which he was

most appreciated by his clients and

friends." Dwight E. Holmes, FAIA
"Mark Hampton opened his Tampa

office in I952, bringing Mies van der

Rohe-inspired modernist principles to

the unique Florida landscape. Mark's

- South Florida, 1961

work featured refined and humane

proportioning, meticulously crafted

and mathematically precise details,

a scientific and artistic command

o[ tropical botany and a mastery of
interior relationships and circulation.
In response to the demands of the

Florida environment, Mark sited

his projects to take advantage of
prevailing breezes and he utilized
architectural elements such as layered

roof planes to cast cooling shadows

and create integrated flowing interior
spaces that open to the landscape
with thoughtfully framed views.

More importantly, Mark Hampton
truly mastered the art of living. enjoying
his friends and clients and bringing that
celebration to every design element.

Rigor without dogma, precision

without tedium and refinement without
predlctability - the extraordinary life and

brilliant architecture of Mark Hampton
will continue to inspire countless

generations." steven Brooke I

florida/caribbean ARCHITECT I summer 2015 13
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SOUTH AMERICAN RESTAURANTS' HEADQUARTERS,
guaynabo, puerto rico
Arq. Jose Fernando Vazquez, CAAPPR, AIA
HACEDOR:MAKER/ARQUITECTOS, san juan, puerto rico
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Lateral view of the main entrance.

ln this exterior view, some of the strategically placed alterations to the envelope can seen.

This project called for the adaptive

reuse of a 50,000-square-foot structure.

built in the l980s for Wyeth-Ayerst

Pharmaceuticals, to serve as the new

headquarters [or South American

Restaurants. The original structure, built
as a 32,000-square-foot warehouse module

and an 18,000-square-foot administrative
wing, was assembled with tilt-up concrete

walls and steel roof, beams and columns.

The original administrative area was dark,
having oniy a few narrow windows. Its square

plan insured that only the peripheral olfices

had any visual access to the outsrde and its
maze-like interior minimized natural light and

did not allow for easy reuse. The buiiding's
desrgn was generic with the Wyeth 1ogo, an

indented "W" motif on the fagade panels,

as its only stylistic relief. The new program

requrred the consohdatron of previousLy

dispersed operations into a single space. The

response was an architectural strategy of

14 www.aiafla.org
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"opening" the building in plan, fagade

and roof to allow for a naturally lit, denser

occupatron. Most interior wal1s were

eliminated and new 1ow-height work
stations were created that a1low for a loft-
Iike central space. Closed offices were

recreated around the perimeter using glass

walls that combine with new window
openings that are indicated on the fagade

as exposed concrete volumes, Solatube

ceiling portholes and a new Kalwall central

skylight that al1ows light to penetrate the

interior of the building. The executii'e

oflices are closed and mediated from
the work cubicles by an open, lounge-

type zone that allows for impromptu
meetings and informal gatherlngs.

The origlnal reception area was cleared,

inside and out, of all unnecessary surfaces,

including doors, storefront and suspended

ceiling. It was then retrofitted with a new

glass skln, skylights, an exposed concrete

entrance and a custom-made screen of
aluminum tubes and angles that variously

works as solar shade and architecturai
camouflage to the origrnal "W" fagade

pattern. Other exposed steel and concrete

volumes mark areas of new intervention,
contrasting against the white-painted,
rough-plastered original surface.

The project preserves most of the

original structural frame, wa]1s and

roo[. However, strategic alterations to

the building envelope, an interior space

reconfiguration and new finishes and

furniture have given the building a whole

new appearance. Floors in the ent.rance,

cafeteria and main entrance corridors have

been resurfaced with concrete tetrazzo,

while the office space has color-coded

carpeting. Since the Puerto Rican sun

allows for almost full natural illumination,
a "smart" lighting control system was

specified. The new LED-based lighting is
periodically adjusted according to sunlight
incidence, to maintain a continuous light
level throughout the building. The same

"smart" controls govern a high-efficiency
air-conditioning system that also varies its
output according to general environmental
conditions and occupancy in each space.

The intervention included the design and

coordination of all interior furnishings
including contract. pieces from Herman
Miller and custom-designed items such as

the fan-shaped suspended chandeliers and
the FSC-certified wood cabinetrv. I

New low-height workstations in the open work area. This once-dark space is now
primarily lit by natural light.

The Reception area, above and below, features Herman Miller furnishings and
custom-designed cabinetry.

florida/caribbea, ARCHITECT I summer 2015 15
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BLUE DOG HOLLER, blue ridge mountains, north carolina

I.S.K. REEVES, V, FAIA, ARCHITECTS DESIGN GROUR INC.,
winter parh, florida
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The house viewed from the south in a photo taken from the creek. New decks are visible

as is the bridge from the house that crosses the creek.

Architect Keith Reeves describes this
mountain home as a "work-in-progress."

It was first published in Florida/Caribbean

Architect in 1977 when it was consrrucred

as an 800-square-foot vacatron "cabin."

Thirty-elght years and several additions
later, it is now a 2,310-square-foot home.

Additions made in 1999,2004 and 2013-

14 produced a new living room, dining
room, master bedroom/library, a studio

and crafts room and an upper level

bedroom and bathrooms. These additions,
including outside decks, have nearly

tripled the house's original square footage.

The deeply contoured l40-acre site

is adjacent to a spring-fed creek with a

waterfall as its focal point. The house

is oriented north and exterior decks

were designed to provide unobstructed

The current addition includes decklng on the north, south and east sides. The Crafts Studio is visible in the foreground with dining room, master

bedroom and bath just beyond the creek bridge.

16 www.aiafla.org
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The new living room area is focused toward

the fireplace. Beyond the fireplace is the

newest addition to the house, a Studio and

Crafts Room.

views of the creek. The steep contours

of the property have been modified, to

the extent necessary, by a series of dry-

stacked stone walls utilizing material

found on the property. Both the original
house and the additions are respectful

of the local vernacular architecture,

incorporating many materials found on

the property including structural Iocust

poles, white pine siding, miiled locust

decking and handrails of locust saplings.

The native stone used for outside wal1s

was also used for an interior lireplace

that is the focal point o[the living area.

The plan of the home in relation to

the site took into consideration the

Iocation o[ the creek and an existing
I3O-year-old red oak. The specimen

oak had a direct influence on the size

o[additions. To retain this important
natural feature, a "nature rules" principle

was observed along with the architect's

desire to disturb the natural surroundings

as little as possible. There ls almost

no development on the adjacent land,

although there are remnants of some o[

the 1B'h- century buildings constructed

by settlers who came to the area.

The extensive use o[ thermal glass

throughout the house "brings the outside

in." Much of the glass is operable,

making the house enjoyable for the

occupants on a year-round basis. The

abundance of windows also enhances

the home's open environment.

Fireplaces, using on-slte materials

for fue1, heat the house and water

is obtained from a well. Electricity
is the only non-site-provided utility
although its usage is greatly reduced

by the thermal glass and extensive

lnsulation, as well as the naturai air flow

through operable fenestration. I

The Studio and Crafts Room is flooded with natural light which is conducive to both the owner's
pursuits, watercolor painting and weaving.

_.?-

+ SIE_PLAN

Site plan courtesy of the architect. Note the specimen tree and its influence on the newest spaces,

shown in darker color. The rooms most impacted by the tree are the living room, crafts room/studio

and new decking.
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Hopefully, you noticed that the lights are qf in the photo
above. PrisMAX S L provide s more light for longer p eriods
of the day, enhancing a wide variety of indoor actMties
for customers, employees and visitors in your facility.
These durable slylights use prismatic lens technology to
deliver optimal daylight performance. PrisMAX SL was

developed in conjunction with SunopticsrM and when
used as part of a sensored-controlled lighting package

reduces the need for electrical lighting.

Designed to work on Varco Pruden's SSR'* or
FIWRTM roof systems, PrisMAX SUs unique "selF

curbing" structure uses a patented water-diverter and
seam-mounted aluminum framing to create a long
term, weathertight seal for years of maintenance-free
performance.

With Varco Prudent PrisMAX SL,you can expect:

* Reduced lighting costs

* Diffiised lighting without hot spots

n Ideal for existing buildings or new construction

" Environmentally friendly, low maintenance

performance

Build Smart, Build Green With Varco Pruden Buildings

DAYI.IGHTING Ct)MPABIS(lN

PRISMAX SI.

SYSTEM

TRATISLUCEiIT

ftUx. !t t TDetnR

DOMED

stfiuGHT PANET

VP BUILDINGS
VARCO IRUDEN

Trusted Since 1948
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CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE SARASOTA, sarasota, florida
GUY PETERSON/OFA, sarasota, florida

The west-facing main fagade of the new home of Sarasota Center for Architecture and exterior lighting detail. The building's transparency allows for

views into and out of the exhibit space and lecture hall.

Center for Architecture Sarasota

opened in March with a gala marking
the compieted renovation of an historic

Sarasota School of Architecture building.
The Center's new home, the McCulloch
Paviiion, was designed in 1959 by
William Rupp, AIA andJoe Farrell,

AIA, both members of the Sarasota

School ofArchitecture. Both were also

prot€ges of the renowned architect

Paul Rudolph, FAIA. Their legacies as

members o[ this important movement

remain preserved in the building.
The Center is a non-profit organization

founded 17 months ago by Cynthia
Peterson, its current board president.

Engaging the public is one of Peterson's

priorities and with the completion of

the building renovatlon, she plans to

present a series oI exciting educational

programs. Programs will include
lectures by promlnent national and

international design experts, community
panel discussions, exhibrts, films, atelier

talks and K-12 learning programs. The

Center's mission is to take a leadership

role in creating an informed and engaged

community and an important part of that

mission is to educate the community and

[oster a dialogue about the sustainability
oI Sarasota's bui]t environment.

The McCulloch Pavilion, named for

benefactor Nathalie Warren McCulloch
of Sarasota, will house the Center for

florida/caribbean ARCHITECT I summer 2015 19
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Architecture's exhibit and lecture hall
and the University of Florida's Citylab
Sarasota, a satellite Master's degree

program o[ UF's Graduate School o[
Architecture. Citylab is a special program
in which UF students can live and work
in a functioning city "laboratory."

ln early 2014, local archirecrs.

designers, landscape architects and
UF students participated in a design

charrette. The firm of Guy Peterson /

OFA served as Architect-o[-Record for
the renovation, the work having been

donated to the organization. The work
included preserving the unique I-beam

construction, highlighting the original
cast concrete ceiling, replacing all HVAC
and electrlc, creating a lecture hall, a

gallery space, offices including one for
AIA Florida's Gulf Coast Chaprer and the

design studio for Citylab Sarasota. Firm
principal Guy Peterson, FAIA, and project

architect Damien Blumetti, worked

closely with Joe Farrell, AIA, one of the
original designers of the 1959 building.

Today, there are approximately 20

Centers for Architecture across the

United States. Sarasotas program is

unique in that it is partnered with, and
houses, a universrty architecture program

which provides a formal educational
aspect while adding significanr value

to its service to the community. f

CEU Accredited Course Available

l/4" srips

Fi-FJ'II-

Ff,.Fg.IL

MASONRY WAI.T INSUI.ATION

To find out more about other

Fi-Foil Insulation Solutions,

call 1-800.448-3401 or visit www.FiFoil.com

u AP IL

F I- FOIL
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Engineers . Architects . Surveyors
Construction Professionals
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INSURANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT

rance.com

Vote Now
2015 AIA Florida People's

Choice Competition

www.florid hoice,

You Design. We Protect.
Protection for Design Professionals Since 1975

Complete insurance protection with bottom line benefits - that's the goal of our professional liability

program for the design profession. At USl, our insurance specialists have the expertise to develop

a customized insurance program for your firmt specialized needs. Let us show you how the right

program and the right partner can help protect your firm from liability exposures. Contact us today!

Risk Management I Property & Casualty I Employee Benefits ] Personal Lines I Retirement Consulting

INSURANCE SERVICES

O2014 USI lnsurance Seruices. All rights resetued.

Etr@

Dan Titus. CRlS
Practice Leader

Professional Services
dan.titus@usi.biz I usi.biz
800.27 7.51 85 ext. 37567

Danny DelaRosa
Professional Liability Specialist
danny.delarosa@usi.biz I usi.biz

81 3.383.31 77

Tom Kaye
Professional Liability Specialist

tom.kaye@usi.biz I usi.biz
813.321.7562

BUSH ROSS
1801 N. Highland Avenue

Tampa, Florida 33602

181.31224-925s
www.bushross.com

Meredith A. Freeman

Stephen B. French
Brian T. McElfatrick

I

Edward O. Savik
David C. Banker

Amanda B. Buffinton

Representation and Adaice for Design Professionals
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lnsulating Concrete
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Liquid-Applied Systems
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PHOTOS BY IVIARKSTEELE.

WALMART TO GO, bentonville, arhansas

API(+), tarnpa, florida
-JL

tresh Coffee

I

The canopy covering the gas filling area is branded with the Walmart logo, as is the store that is reached via a covered walkway.

The Association for Retail

Environments has honored api(+)'s

prototype design for Walmart To Go

with a gold award in the convenience

store category. Walmart To Go is

the giant retailer's lirst small format

convenience store and it is now
open near the company's Arkansas

headquarters. The basic program

required eight fuel pumps, 5,I29
square feet of store space, striking
curb appeal, a signature identity, cost-

effective construction and a design that

compels gas buyers to shop the store.

The site has limited access from
the busy in[ersection where it is
located and site constraints limited
the number of fuel pumps and store

square footage. Angied slting proved

the best design solution for vehicular
flow, pump and building placement and

maximum visibility lor the project.

Walmart To Go was designed as a

juxtaposition of planes supported on

eye-catching elements that motivate

customers from the [ue] stations to

the shopping area. The new prototype
[eatures angled columns supporting

wafer-thin canopies. Illumlnated
exterior branding expresses Walmart's

signature logo in the form of splayed
"W" columns and logo sparks on the

underside ol the canopy. An expansive
glass storefront offers views of the

interior where displays focus on fresh

and traditional grocery items, popular
convenience store items, polished

concrete floors and exposed finishes
that create an urban loft theme. To an

audience famihar with Walmart mega-

stores, the new minimalist prototype
is contemporary and inviting. f
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See The Proof...
Even ofter fie most syere occeleroted
heot oging ot 280'1 hrcGmrd Extrme@
IPO still looks brond newl
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blow

The Newest lnnovolion ln TPO Roofing ls Here. And 1{s...

The ES-l code ensures a safe, wind resistant, commercial grade low-
slope roof edge, a starting point for most low-slope roof failures.
SAF Perimeter Systems Press-Loc Gravel Stops & Copings feature coz-

cealed compression cleats that eliminate exposed fasteners and make

installation fast and easy. Available in 56 colors in a variety ofalumi-
num thicknesses, the Press-Loc building edge products are designed

to complement our Designer Series Gutter & Cornice Series.

For more information on SAF Perimeter Systems Gravel Stop &
Coping product line please visit: rvrvlr,,saf .corn/persys

Perimeler Systems, a division of SAF . 8370 Hwy 78, Villa Rica, GA 30180

Emait: cmt@sat.com . Call toll free: 1-800-334-9823
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llnergi rrg Professionals
SPOTLTCqT

Patrick Thorp€, Assoc. AIA
Jerel McCants Architecture, tampa, florida

Rivergate Tower, the former NCNB Plaza designed by Harry Wolf,
FAIA, has served as the backdrop for many downtown Tampa events since

its construction in 1988. The 3l-story high-rise building's distinctive
cylindrlcal shape is widely recognrzed as a fixture of Tampa's skyline and

was awarded a National Honor Award from the AIA in 1993. lt appeared

on the cover of the 2014 winter rssue of Florida/Caribbean Archttect in
celebration of its 25-year history as one of Tampa's most iconic structures.

Now, through no small effort on the part o[ Patrick Thorpe, Assoc. AIA, the

building can be seen "running" through the streets ofTampa. The giveaway, of
course, is the feet that can be seen beneath the "running" building. If Thorpe

succeeds in his plan to engage the public in a drscourse about architecture, lots o[
other important Florida landmark buildings will be seen "running" in the future.

Inspired by a conversation with friends and former colleagues, Thorpe, himself

a runner, had the idea of participating in Tampa's Gasparilla 5K and using it as a

team building activity. The next step was to create an open forum to engage the

public in a conversation about Rivergate Tower and what makes it so important to

the city. In May, following the AIA National Convention, AIA Florida's Candace

Munz talked wlth the Florida International University School of Architecture
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graduate and asked hrm about his
involvement in the AIA and his future
plans for keeping the public engaged

in a conversation about architecture.

What initially inspired you to run
the Gasparilla Distance Classic
dressed as the Rivergate Tower?

Actua11y, it came about as the merger of
two things. First, of course, was the race

rtself whlch attracts a lot of participants
and medla attention. To make it more

interesting, I then came up with the

idea of merging the race wlth dressing
up like a building which was the theme

of AIA Tampa Bay's annual Beaux Arts
Ball. My goal was to artracr allenrion to
the Tower, specificaliy, and architecture,
in general. It has reaily generated

some good PR for one of Tampa's most

important downtown bulldings.

Why this building? What makes
it so special to Tampa?

It's easlly one o[ the most recognized

buildings in Tampa and it's almost

the center of downtown. It's been

featured in many movies, it's on the

River Walk and a lot of the city's
events happen in its shadow.

How did the run go?
Was this your first 5K?

Well, I ran cross-country rn high
school, so I am no stranger to running.
The Gasparilla race went well, although
it was a little warm. As I ran along
in my building disguise, there were

lots of happy shouts for Rivergate

Tower. The response has continued to
be overwhelmingly positive. People

are always excited to have to have a
photo taken with the "tower" and that
gives me the opportunity to open a

conversation about architecture.

What other events have you
participated in since the first race?

I've actually taken it to the Gasparilla
Music Festival, the Gasparilla
International Film Festival and
more recently, the Mayor's Second

Annual Mac & Cheese Throwdown.
Each time the media response has

been great. I've been featured in the
Tampa Bay Times twice and on local

news. Best of all, the building has

garnered some social mediabuzz.

Can AIA Florida members find
the "tower" on social media?

You can follow Rir.ergate Tower on

Facebook to see everywhere it's gone and
where it might be going in the future.
Right now I am working on plans for

recreating the St. Petersburg Prer. So next
year people may see the Rivergate Tower

and the "inverted pier," as its known,
running together. For the next few years, I

hope to add a building each year so people

can expect to see five to seven of the area's

most iconlc buildrngs running down the
road together. Adding the pier also helps

to engage people across the whole Tampa

Bay region. Any AIA members who want
to join in on the fun should get in touch.

Outside of dressing up like a
building, what have you found
most valuable about your
involvement in the AIA?

The greatest benefit to me, personally,
has been the access I've been afforded
to other AIA Florida members. Having
access to professionals who are going
through the process of getting licensed,

or who have abeady done it, is invaluable

It's great to work alongside others while
preparing for exams, but being able to
talk to professionals who have already
been in your shoes is very important. You

constantly have resources for the day-to-

day issues encountered in the profession.

What would you tell fellow
Associate members completing
their path to licensure about
getting involved in AIA?

I would tell them jusr that - "GET

INVOLVED!" It's like anything in life; you
get what you put into it. We a1l want to
be better and do better and ensure that
the profession continues to thrive. The

AIA serves as a voice for architecture,

especiaily through advocacy. That's

something that no individual architect
could posslbly achieve. As a group, we
can ensure that we are relevant and
well represented on the 1ega1 front.

Patrick Thorpe, Assoc. AIA works
with Jerel McCants Architecture
in Tampa. He is a member of the

AIA Tampa Bay chapter. f

I

I

'Trocey Corporolion o Deerfreld Beoch, FL . Jocksonville, FL

Phone: 954-698-6888 . www.crowfordtrocey.com

CURTAIN WAtL SYSTEMS

WINDOW WAtL SYSTEMS

ARC H ITECTU RAI. W!N DOWS

ENTRANCE SYSTEMS
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INTRODUCING

REYNOBOND" NC
DOUBLE SHEET

) reynobond.com/NC
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Roatan Mahoganv USA, Inc. manufactures custom windows &

doors that are unsurpassed in quality, beauty and strength. Using the
finest certified genuine Honduran mahogany (swietenia macrophylla),

all windows & doors are Miami-Dade County Product Approvals.

4004 C Aurora Street, Coral Gables, Florida | 305.774.5999
roatanmahogany.com

Genuine Mahogany I Entry Doors I Contempo Doors

French Doors I lnterior Doors

Bi-Fold Doors I Classic Doors lWindows
Historic Preservations

FLORIDA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL UNIVERSITY
1938 SOUTH MLK BLVD, TALLAHASSEE,FL323OT

http J/www.famu.odu/archltocture

STORAGE IS

BGRING
We are OK with admitting that storage is boring to you. ln fact, it's why we're here. Let us

handle your storage projects, and you'll reduce mistakes, save time and money. We'll handle

the details, because that's what we love. For us, storage is anything but borinq.

2 pattersonpope.com
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BOOKS

The Fusion of Architecture and Art
THE JUDAIC WORK OF KENNETH TREISTER

In this rare view o[ six sacred projects
he designed, award-winning architect

and artist Ken Treister expressed the
importance of uniting architecture and
art in his work. His poetic sensibility
combines with the vast spread of
his creative vision to produce work
that will draw its audience to a new
level of appreciation for architectural
beauty. The book is filled wirh Laszlo

Regos' gorgeous color photographs

that allow the reader to share in the
beauty of Treister's sacred designs.

Beginnlng with the award-winnlng
Gumenick Chapel at Temple Israel of
Greater Miami. Treister sets his mission
"to design a building that not only
encloses a sacred space but is a total work
o[ art that lifts the human spirit." A stately
foyer leads into the contemplative hush

of the central chapel where natural light
flows in through stunning Belgian-cast

glass wlndows, protecting and guarding

the sacred Torah. The space from the
menorah to the ark holding the Torah is
transforming. No detail is overlooked.

Treister's determination to please not
only the eye, but to satisfy human longing
for a home for our deepest emotions can

be seen in his designs. From his original
designs to his restoration o[ Temple

Emanu-E1's domed sanctuary, Treister
feels, "a powerful silence should be

sensed. a whisper that you are entering
a holy space." From the hand-carved

murals at Beth David Congregation and
the synagogue at Miami'sJewish Home

for the Aged to the University of Florida's

Judaica Sulte in the Smathers Lrbraries,
visitors are immersed in an architecture
ofbeauty. This new book is rhe first
published survey of the architect's work
culminating in his most important
project, Miami Beach's Holocaust

Memorial. In this work, a 5O-foot tall
bronze hand and arm stretch toward

I belieye that we must

elevote the sirnple concept of
"bedllty" to the highest ideal

in the creation of architecture.

Hi sto r ic ar chit e ctur e has

alw ay s been obout b eauty,

i.e., proportions, balance,

light, shadow, humanism,

ornamentotion and
creo.tivity. . .from the ancient
Egyptians, Greehs and Romans

and throughout the ages,

or chit e ctur e w as b asic olly
about one thing, the poetry of
buildingbeauty.

Kenneth Treister, FAIA

the sky with 130 anguished life-size

human figures clinging to its skin.

One ol Ken Treister's lavorite terms
is Gesamtkunstwerk, a German word
meaning "totality of the arts." As

explained by Michael A. Vidalis, in an

article published in Architectural Reyiew,

June 30, 2010, the word litera1ly means
"total work of art." It is the notion that
all types o[ art, including painring,
music, architecture, literature, etc.,

can be collated into one rnterrelated

subject, project and study. The use o[
the term in an architectural context
signifies the fact that the archirecr

is responsible for the design and/or
overseeing of the building's totality: shell,
accessories, furnishings and landscape.

It is a notion perfectly expressed in Ken

Treister's sacred design projects. f

Photography by Laszlo Regos

Forward by Rabbi Yitz Greenberg
Books & Books Press,

Coral Gables, I79 pages

2A www"aiafla.org
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The Lonely Path, facing page, is a dark stone tunnel leading into the plaza at the Holocaust Memorral in Miami. lt is illuminated by slats of light and a child can

be seen at the end of the tunnel where light fills the plaza. Above, the plaza with the Sculpture of Love and Anguish. All photos by Laszlo Regos..

The Sculpture of Love and Anguish, right, Bottom, a study alcove in the

Judaica Reading Rooms in the Smathers Libraries at the University of

Florida. This project, for which Treister designed the whole interior - art,

architecture, furniture, paintings, stained glass and graphics - is an example

of "gesamtkunstwerk," a total synthesis of the arts.

florida/caribbean ARCHITECT I summer 2015 29
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WORIGIN-PROGRESS

Exterior elevation, exterior detail, pool deck and interior renderings coudesy of the architect.

RENE GONZALEZ ARCHITECT,
Miami, has designed a four-story,

I2-unit luxury condominium in Miami
Beach for developer Mast Capltal. Just
steps from the beach and exclusive
restaurants, Louver House will have a

gated entry and a rooftop terrace. The

average prlce per unit is estimated at $1.9

to $3.6 million with an average price
per square foot of $1,200 to $1,300.

With only 12 residences, Louver
House is nestled in the historic South
Street neighborhood of Miami Beach,

a residential area noted for its Art

Deco and mid-century Modern

architecture, tropical vegetation and
Atlantic beaches. Responding to

these conditions, the design for the

building reinterprets the surrounding
historical design typologies in layout

and scale. Vernacular details have been

translated rnto modern elements.

The buildlng's exclusive "South

of Fifth" location was designed for

optimum security and a host of
amenities inciuding yoga studio, infinity
pool, fitness center, wi-fi/high speed

internet access in common areas, electric
vehicle charging stations in select

locations and a full-time residential
manager. In addition to the gated

entry, there is secure garage parking
and 24-hour video surveillance.

Select individual residences have

up to 531 square feet o[ outdoor living
space including wide private terraces

with glass railings. Floor plans are

spacious with l0-foot ceilings. The

building has private high-speed

elevators, private rooftop terraces

and spas for penthouse residents.

30 www.aiafla.org
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Newly designed exterior showing main entry
(above) and existing warehouse (right).

Photos courtesy of the architect.

CURRIE SOWARDS AGUILA
ARCHITECTS (CSA), Delray Beach,

has been commissioned to design

the conversion of a warehouse

in Delray's thriving arts district
into artists'studios. In addition to
studio space, the program includes

an exhibition space, classroom,

incubator space/computer room,

a maker's space with attendant

Iounge and restroom facilities.

A second floor of approximately

3,700 square feet will be added to

create additional studio space.

The existing 14,000+ square-foot

cubic building is identified locally
as "The Cube.' To create an iconic

entrance, the architects designed a

square wall with a square cut out for

entry, both of which further identify
the building as a cube. Vivid colors

on the exterior enhance recognition

of the building's function. The

project has a construction budget

of S3,000,000 and construction
should begin in the fall of 2015.

ARTJST ALLEY
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HALFLANTS + PICHETTE, Sarasora, is designer of the Halyard Residence, a

two-story house on Longboat Key facing the City o[ Sarasota. On the bayside, a 23-foot
roof overhang extends over the pool deck creating a large shaded outdoor room. The
master bedroom terrace projects from the house as a well-defined volume into the
outdoor room. The roof is louvered to allow for dappled light to filter down to the
terrace and interior spaces. An exposed concrete wal1 shelters the master bedroom and
living space allowing the house to convey a balance o[ transparency and security.

Rendering courtesy of the architect. I

r
I o 0nson has Florida covered in style

Durable, beautiful roofing solutions are closer than ever before. Whether you're looking
for flat tile to complement a French Country design or barrel tile to highlight a lr/editerranean
appearance, we have what you need. We'll help you get noticed with the colors and styles
that create lasting curb appeal.

hansonrooftile.com
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Premium Pocket /
Sliding Door Hardware

Passage, privacy and keyed
applications available for various door

thicknesses

ADA options available (with pair of
back to back pulls)

Engineered for strength and durability,
Accurate's pocket door hardware line
meets the house, office, condominium
and hotel market. For details, please

call 203.348.8865.

www.accu ratelockand hardware.com

t

USA

Accutttte
l-ockard Hadurae

Variable capacity geothermal technology.
Available today.

To learn more contact Mike Stevens, Florida
Territory Manager, at (260) 446-9640.

700A11 Most Eflicien

2014 Smttet fM the Grcund Upm @
20t3

4I EER
5.3 COP
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WATERFURNACE IS NOW DEALER DIRECT IN FI.ORIDA

7 Serles
The most efficient heating and
cooling system you can sell.

Variable Capacity Technology
The first variable capacity geothermal
heat pump available to homeowners.
It runs at exactly the capacity needed
instead of the one or two speeds of
traditional equipment.

Aurora Controls
Aurora communicating controls
provide advanced diagnostics and
service capabilities. Troubleshooting
as well as many startup c{lculations
that were once manual are done
automatically on the AID Tool making
maintenance a fraction of the effort.

o

-
lflE

Energy Monitoring
lnternal energy monitoring
components measure actual power
consumption rather than estimating.
Homeowners can easily review an
instantaneous or 13 month history of
their unit's energy usage.

I

Representing these fine
Architectu ra I Prod ucts

Bendheim Architectural Glass & Wall Systems - lnterlam

Architectural Panels - JM lifestyles De(orative (oncrete - l(irei

Architectural Products - [ab Design Laminates - Oberflex Real

Wood Laminates - SeeYond Architectural Features

1020 NW 6rh it.ste H, Deerfield Bead,

Ft33442 | Tele:954-429-3881

Email: debr@roorintl.(om

Website: www.roosintl.(om

full Deboroh Roos to schedule o presentolion ot your firm or

visit ourfrode 0nly showroom in Deerfield Beoch
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